T7395  TRIBECA  (USA, 3/23/1993-5/93)  [TV SERIES]

Series summary: Anthology series set in the contemporary Tribeca (Triangle Below Canal) neighborhood at the southern tip of Manhattan and featuring human stories unique to the eclectic lifestyles of the people living there. Despite critical acclaim it lasted only seven episodes.

Honor  (3/31/1993)

Credits: director, David J. Burke; writers, David J. Burke, Hans Tobeason.
Cast: Philip Bosco, Joe Morton, Stephen Lang Heith David, Tamara Tunie.
Summary: A homeless Vietnam veteran tries to give an ex-Marine buddy a burial at sea by dumping his body off the Staten Island Ferry. When the body is recovered from New York harbor, he wins the support of a sympathetic mounted policeman and with the policeman’s assistance gets the Marine Corps to provide a proper burial at sea with full honors.
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